Schizophrenics, manics, depressives and normal subjects (15 in each group) were tested for their ability to understand and express the prosodic quality of speech. Sentences in which one word was stressed (stress prosody comprehension) or in which a particular emotion was conveyed (emotional prosody comprehension) were taped and played to subjects to test their comprehension. Subjects were then asked to read out a list of sentences either stressing a nominated word (stress prosody expression) or conveying a nominated emotion (emotional prosody expression), and their efforts were rated by a panel of normal raters. The main results were 1) that schizophrenics were significantly inferior to the normal group, but equivalent to manics and depressives on emotional prosody comprehension; 2) schizophrenics were significantly inferior to all other groups on emotional prosody expression; and 3) all four groups were equivalently proficient on stress prosody comprehension and expression. The results are interpreted as lending support for the idea that there is an underlying right hemisphere dysfunction in schizophrenia.
into "stress prosody" and "emotional prosody". The former element enters decisions about the actual semantic meaning of what we hear. For example, the separate meanings attached to "He saw the bigwig in the shop" and "He saw the big wig in the shop" can only be unravelled by noting whether the main stress falls on "big" or "wig". The latter element contributes to our understanding of what is known as the pragmatic meaning of speech, the intended "between-the-lines" meaning, as it were. A boy hearing his mother say "You're a very naughty boy" can receive entirely different messages depending on whether the accompanying tone is angry or playful.
Neurological interest in prosody has been stimulated recently by the discovery that differently sited lesions have a different effect on prosody, depending on which hemisphere they affect, and on which part of that hemisphere is affected. Emmorey,' for example, showed that patients with left hemisphere damage, but not those with right-sided damage, had difficulty in distinguishing noun compounds ( Comprehension of stress prosody One of the authors prepared a tape of himself reading 10 sentences with one of the words emphasised, for example, "I suppose Michael really did love Susan." The subject listened to the sentences and, after each one, was asked to point to the word on a typed sheet of the sentences which he or she thought had been emphasised. A subject's score was the number of correct identifications.
Comprehension of emotional prosody
The experimenter also taped himself reading out another set of 10 sentences, each in one of four intended emotions-neutral (2), angry (2), surprised (3) or sad (3). The subject listened to each, and was asked to guess which of these four emotions he or she thought the sentence was being read in. All subjects were instructed to select one of these, and no other. A subject's general performance was measured by the number of correct identifications of the intended emotion. The proportions of each emotion correctly identified, and the pattern of falsely named emotions, were also calculated as a guide to the existence of any differential impairment or bias between emotions. Prosody results-mean (SD) Stress comprehension/1O Manic and depressive patients were comparable with normal subjects in their ability to convey emotional tone and stress. Both manics and depressives, however, were significantly inferior to the normal group in comprehending emotional tone, and manics were additionally significantly inferior to the normal group in comprehending stress.
A breakdown of the results of emotional prosodic comprehension according to specific emotions is presented in table 2. No statistical analysis was possible because there were so few errors, but an examination of the numbers of subjects within each group making one, two or three errors on any of the emotions reveals that there is at least one obvious trend: relative to the normal group, all three pathological groups were particularly poor at identifying sadness out of the four emotions. If one examines the distribution of false positives, there is no real suggestion that any ofthe groups is particularly prone to over-identify any one of the four emotions.
In Table 3 there is a breakdown of the results of emotional prosodic expression according to the specific emotions. The distribution of subjects in each diagnostic group making 0-5 errors or six or more errors was chosen as the most appropriate method of presenting the results, because, summing the four raters' marks, the overall mean error rate per subject for each emotion was about five. An attempt was made to identify any unique profile of false negative errors on the various emotions within a diagnostic group by Chi-square analysis of errors within subject groups across the four emotions and within emotions across the four subject groups. The chief significant findings from these analyses were 1) schizophrenics, depressives and normal groups were worse at conveying anger than any other emotion; 2) within the emotions themselves schizophrenics and depressives were worst at conveying anger, manics and depressives were better than normal group at conveying sadness, and schizophrenics and manics were worst at conveying surprise. No statistical analysis of the false positives was carried out, although there appeared to be a trend for schizophrenics to be rated as more sad and for depressives to be rated as less angry than other groups.
Discussion
This study was concerned with examining the ability of schizophrenics, manics, depressives and normal groups to appreciate stress and emotion in the speech of others and to convey these in their own speech. The first main finding was that all groups were relatively proficient, and roughly equivalent, in comprehending and conveying stress prosody. Manics were the most unusual group in this respect, in that they were the best of any group at conveying stress but the worst overall at identifying this in the sentences played to them. This suggests that despite the pressure of speech that many displayed, their articulation of words was not affected. Their poorer identification of stress in someone else's speech may stem from inattention as they performed worst of all groups, even more so than the schizophrenics, on a simple attention task involving cancellation of nominated digits given at the same time.'2
The second main finding concerned the groups' performance on the two emotional prosody tasks. Here the situation was more complicated than in the case of stress. Overall, schizophrenics were worse than any other group on both tasks. But it was only on the emotional expression task that they were significantly worse than all the other groups. On the emotional comprehension task they were significantly worse than the normal group, but so were depressives and manics, and schizophrenics were not significantly worse than these last two groups.
A third subsidiary finding was, that the pattern of the four subject groups' errors in identifying and conveying the four emotions tested here differed from one another in some respects. But differences were not prominent enough to justify us drawing any conclusions about a unique pattern in such a clinical condition.
The main stimulus for this study had been the observation that the same claims made in the literature about a schizophrenic's difficulty in comprehending and expressing emotional prosody7 were also found in the neuropsychological literature on the effects of right hemisphere damage.23
Some support for the equivalence of schizophrenia and right hemisphere dysfunction in this respect can be found in our study from the two main findings outlined above. First, the preservation of stress prosody in schizophrenia is in keeping with an intact left hemisphere speech system, as stress prosody is generally considered to be a left hemisphere function.' Secondly, the impairment in emotional prosody relative to normals in the case of expression and comprehension, and relative to depressives and manics in the case of expression only, is at least consistent with the presence of right hemisphere dysfunction in schizophrenia.
On the basis of our findings, we cannot say that right hemisphere dysfunction is uniquely present in schizophrenia and absent from the two affective groups. Both manics and depressives were significantly impaired, relative to normal subjects, in identifying the emotional tone of the speech. If this finding is substantiated by further investigation, it will provide further evidence for the claims of some authors that right hemisphere dysfunction can be found in mania"3 and depressive illness'4 as well as in schizophrenia. The issue of whether hemisphere imbalance of some sort plays a role in these affective psychoses and, if so, which hemisphere is the primary focus of the abnormality, is the subject of controversy. In 
